ABSTRACT With the popularity of location-based services in the field of mobile network applications, users enjoy the convenience on one side, they may face the risk of privacy disclosure on the other side. Attackers can easily dig out the user's home address, occupation, and other personal privacy from the data of location-based services. For the problem of user location privacy disclosure based on semantic query of point of interest (POI) in the road network environment, the previous research seldom paid attention to the temporal association relationship between the query semantic and the user's location, as well, seldom considered whether the constructed anonymity sets of fake-locations can fulfill the property of reciprocity. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a location privacy protection algorithm T-SR based on POI query. The algorithm can be divided into three steps. First, the whole road network is divided into multiple areas based on the Voronoi structure, so that the areas are independent and non-overlapping, and the road grid that contains user's real location will be located according to the level of privacy protection H. Second, the temporal association between the POI semantics are mined from the real check-in data based on Gaussian distribution σ rule, and the POIs which have weak association with the POI of user's location will be filtered to resist the temporal association attack. Third, the POI semantics within the grid will be split into several buckets according to query times record, anonymity degree k, and semantic degree l, then the dummy locations will be selected from various kinds of POIs of the bucket where the user's location is. The resulted anonymity set can defend against replay attack, inference attack, and temporal association attack. The theoretical analysis and experimental evaluation prove that the proposed solution can protect user's location privacy efficiently and effectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the rapid development of wireless communication technologies and location services, applications based on location-based services (LBS) have been used more and more frequently. Among them, LBS based on POI query is one of most widely used services. However, while people enjoy the convenience brought by LBS, they also expose their privacy information to malicious attackers invisibly, and it may even harm their personal safety or property. For example, if a user Anny navigates to company (query POI: an office building) from home (current location POI: a residential area) at 8:00am every working day, and after analysis based on
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shuiguang Deng. big data, the attacker can infer Anny's home address, even Anny's occupation and living habits. Therefore, in this paper, we aim to study how to construct an algorithm to protect user's location privacy in POI query service. The algorithm should guarantee that the query quality of service will not decrease much, while the constructed anonymity set can resist from replay attack, inference attack and temporal association attack.
In the past, many privacy protection models for road network in POI query have been proposed to protect location privacy, but there are some problems with the existing solutions:
(1) They seldom consider whether the constructed anonymity set can fulfill the property of reciprocity. Reciprocity means, within a certain period of time, there are no difference between the anonymity sets which are re-generated according to the true position or the fake position in the original anonymity set. If reciprocity cannot be fulfilled, the anonymity set will not be able to resist from replay attack, since attacker can locate the real user through multiple queries and related background information. For example, as shown in Figure 1 , the attacker filches the anonymity set of a query Q as {a, b, c}, and the corresponding location semantics are {train station, school, hotel}. If the attacker gangs up with the users at the school and hotel, knowing that the anonymity sets submitted by the user in the two locations are {b, d, e} and {c, f, g}, respectively, then through the intersection and reasoning, the attacker can infer the real user's location in current query Q is a.
(2) They seldom consider the temporal association relationship between the query semantic and user's location, which can also lead to privacy disclosure. As shown in Figure 2 , it is assumed that user Anny invokes location query service at 2:00 am near the train station, and she would like to query the hotel nearby. If the attacker not only filches the anonymity set {a, b, c, d, e, f} submitted to the LBS, the corresponding location semantics of which are {''station'', ''school'', ''office building'', ''bar'', ''restaurant'', ''hotel''}, but also knows the temporal association relationships between the semantics category, which indicates that the association between ''school'' and ''hotel'' and the association between ''office building'' and ''hotel'' are weak at 2:00 am, it is possible to filter out the two fake positions b and c with a high probability.
In order to solve the problems mentioned above, in this paper, we propose a location privacy protection algorithm T-SR based on POI query. The algorithm consists of three steps. First, by constructing the Delaunay triangulation, the road network is divided into independent and nonoverlapping Voronoi Cells (VC for short) [1] - [7] based on POIs. Second, based on the POI check-in data, the association relationships between POI categories are defined by the temporal transition from one POI to another, and then the weak associations between semantic categories can be identified according to the Gaussian distribution σ rule, and the result will be used as a basis when filtering POI candidates from the anonymity set. Third, for each query, the road grid that contains user's real location will be located according to the level of privacy protection h first, and then the POIs which have weak association with the POI of user's location will be filtered, next, the POIs within the road grid will be split into several buckets based on query times record, anonymity degree k and semantic degree l, and then the dummy locations will be selected from various kinds of POIs in the bucket where the user's location is. The generated anonymity set can satisfy the location k-anonymity [6] - [11] and l-diversity, the property of reciprocity, and the temporal association with user's location.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) We propose the temporal association attack model, and correspondingly, we dig out the weak association relations between POI categories based on the real check-in data, and then the results are used to filter the candidates of the anonymity set.
(2) The proposed T-SR algorithm divides the road network by VC, and splits the POIs in the user's grid into several buckets according to query times record, anonymity degree k and semantic degree l, making the constructed anonymity set cannot be distinguished in terms of POI semantics and query times, thus fulfill the property of reciprocity.
(3) Theoretical and experimental results prove that the proposed T-SR algorithm can resist from the attack models including replay attack, inference attack and temporal association attack, and the anonymity set generated by T-SR algorithm has advantages over other algorithms in terms of verisimilitude, the number of weak associations, and the area of anonymity region.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the related work on location privacy protection. In Section 3, we introduce the attack models, and related definitions. The details of T-SR algorithm and the security analysis are presented in Section 4 and Section 5 respectively. Then the proposed algorithm is evaluated with an extensive experiment on a public dataset Oldenburg in Section 6. Finally, conclusions and future work are given in Section 7.
II. RELATED WORK
To solve privacy leakage problems in location services, many researches have presented various problem scenarios and solutions, and in particular, different solutions and protection technologies are specialized to its corresponding situations. In recent years, considering that real road network environment has a higher similarity to the real scene than Euclidean space, an increasing number of researchers focuses on privacy protection based on location semantics, and distortion method and encryption method are two common LBS privacy protection technologies in road network environment among those algorithms.
One basic idea in privacy protection is space cloaking methods [8] - [14] . Gruteser and Grunwald [8] proposed a concept, location k-anonymity, which can make location of users who send the service request indistinguishable from other k − 1 locations, so the probability of identification successfully becomes lower than 1/k. Chow et al. [9] proposed Casper Cloak algorithm which divides the space into H layers by a quad tree and each layer maintains the information of whole spatial structure. Sun et al. [11] designed a geolocation tag to distinguish sensitive locations and common locations in order to minimize the response time of the requesting service and protect the user's location privacy through spatial stealth technology. Li and Zhu [12] have proposed partition method for cloaking region. Voronoi diagrams have been used in a large number of LPPMs, for both real time and offline techniques. The work of Hashem et al. [13] presents a technique to aggregate data using Voronoi diagrams, in order to guarantee a defined level of K-anonymity in the dataset.
Dummy position generation methods [14] - [25] . Li and Palanisamy [14] assumed that attackers may already know background knowledge about user's behavior pattern and trajectory similarity. Their algorithm generates false trajectories from real trajectory by rotation, which can ensure trajectory similarity, and then adjusts the points on the trajectory to meet the trajectory request probability. The DUMMY-Q model [15] uses context of query and user's motion model to protect query semantics in consecutive requests, which directly leads to a result that a more diversified fake query brings a securer user privacy protection. Guo et al. [17] , [18] proposed a method using dynamic pseudonym change mechanism and user-controllable fake location generation mechanism with combining the geometric transformation algorithm to achieve privacy protection. Huo et al. [20] designed a trajectory anonymity algorithm YCWA for constructing a trajectory k-anonymous set, which is easier to control information loss degree based on graph partitioning. Gao et al. [21] proposed a privacy protection method based on personalized trajectory privacy graph model, which fully considers influencing factors such as trajectory direction, time and spatial distance, and it finds an approximate optimal trajectory k-anonymous set constructed by minimum spanning tree. Pan et al. [23] take users' moving speed and direction as affecting factors and a distortion function is defined to measure the temporal query distortion of a cluster in continuous queries, and they also have proposed a method which maintains maximal cliques to deal with location dependent attacks [25] . Though these algorithm has its own merits, there are still some disadvantages like a slight discrepancy between anonymity sets constructed by such algorithms in the case of multiple queries. In addition, most privacy protection technologies do not protect the query information, so attackers can infer the user's potential real semantic information according to the POI semantics relationship between fake locations and the query location, resulting in privacy leakage.
For encryption-based location privacy protection technology [26] - [32] , it can send encrypted requests directly to the LBSs without using a third-party trusted server, and then decrypt the result on the client. This method is highly secure, while the computational cost is huge, the deployment is complicated, and the algorithm also needs to be optimized. Khoshgozaran and Shahabi [26] proposed an encryption method based on Hilbert curve, which can transfer the user's position and user POIs from two-dimensional coordinates into one-dimensional encryption space. The one-dimensional encryption space transformed by two Hilbert curves with different parameters still maintains the proximity in the two-dimensional space, so that k-nearest neighbor query and range query can also be performed in one-dimensional encryption space. PIR (Private Information Retrieval) [27] replaces the homomorphic comparison step with unconscious transfer to achieve a safer solution for the sender and receiver, making the privacy protection more robust. The PIR technique used by Kalnis et al. [27] relies on the quadratic remainder theorem, namely that it is difficult to obtain a prime factorization of a large number from calculation, and the location service provider can respond to the query result without knowing the query information. Papadopoulos et al. [29] introduced a query plan mechanism to defend against pattern attacks, making requests with different access frequencies difficult to distinguish. Reference [30] proposed an enhanced location privacy preserving (ELPP) scheme, which utilizes a function generator to generate the transforming parameters, and the anonymizer knows nothing about a user's real location unless it knows the parameters of function generator. However, the burden on clients of such technologies is relatively heavy, and there is no effective trade-off between service quality and privacy protection requirements. Moreover, a large part of technologies doesn't consider the privacy leakage caused by attacker's possession of side information (such as query frequency).
In summary, the main limitations of extant work are: (1) Seldom consider whether the generated anonymity set have reciprocity [32] , and have the risk of resisting replay attack failed. (2) The extant works only consider protecting the user's location, without protecting user's query semantic, so the attacker can infer some fake locations after considering temporal association relationship between location semantic and query semantics, resulting in privacy leakage. ( 3) The existing works seldom find a good tradeoff between location privacy protection and the quality of service simultaneously.
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III. PRELIMINARIE A. ATTACK MODEL
In general, there are two types of attackers in location service requests, active and passive attackers. Active attackers can steal communication information between entities, whereas passive attackers steal encryption algorithms of constructing anonymity set and other database information by attacking the server. Different attackers have different background knowledge and different attack directions. We assume that a malicious attacker in the location service is both active and passive type to steal location privacy, namely: (I)The attacker utilizes the LBS, intercepts the request query, and analyzes out the anonymity set. (II)The attacker can steal anonymous algorithms on anonymous server. (III)The attacker can obtain relevant supplementary information by attacking the LBS such as road network structure, query frequency, historical query and location table. The goal of our approach is not only to resist replay attack and inference attack from common types of attackers, but also temporal association attack. Attack models are described as follows:
1) Replay attack: the attacker steals the anonymous algorithm and the anonymity set that send to the LBS, and then re-anonymizes the fake location from the anonymity set to get a new anonymous set. After that, the attacker compares the new anonymity set with the original anonymity set, and finally infers the user's real location. The example without reciprocity mentioned in the introduction is one of the typical cases that attackers use replay attack to steal location privacy. 2) Inference attack: the attacker steals the anonymous algorithm and relevant supplementary information in the anonymizer, and infers user's real location from the anonymity set, by comparing, mapping and inferring the original anonymity set. For example, the attacker steals the two location semantics of hospital, bank} in the anonymity set, when the user Anny requests the location service. If the attacker has the supplementary information of semantic query frequency and through comparing information knows that the query frequency of user in the hospital is much larger than in the bank, then he might reasonably infer that the true location semantic of Anny's query is in the hospital. In another case, the attacker owns the road network information, and by mapping the fake locations in the anonymity set to the road network structure, it can be found that most of the fake locations are distributed in the hospital area, while only a small part is distributed around the bank, so it can be inferred that the semantic of user's true location is the hospital. 3) Temporal association attack: as mentioned in the introduction, there are different visit and query probabilities between the semantics of POI in each specific time period. Temporal association attack means that there may have huge difference in the probability of accessing the specific query semantics for the location semantics corresponding to the fake location of the anonymity set. If this difference is ignored, the attacker can easily filter out some of the fake locations, making there a risk of privacy disclosure.
B. RELATED DEFINITION
Definition 1 (Query Request):
The request query sent by the user is the tuple Q u < uid, t, uloc, quloc >, and the corresponding attributes respectively represent the user ID, the current query time, the location of the user (corresponding to the location semantic), and the semantic of the user query request (corresponding to the query semantic). The anonymizer anonymously processes the user's real location uloc to construct the anonymity set CR, and then sends the anonymous query Q c < uid, t, CR, quloc > to the LBS for query request.
Definition 2 (Location Privacy Requirements): Different users and location request services have various privacy protection focuses. We use triplet < K , L, H > to represent privacy protection requirements. The tuple attributes are defined as follows: (1) K is the anonymity degree k, which means that the probability that an attacker can locate a real user without considering background knowledge no more than 1/k. (2) L is the semantic degree l, which means the location of the anonymity set at least l semantic categories, so the probability that an attacker can derive true position semantic based on anonymity set semantic attributes is no more than 1/l. (3) H is the privacy protection level coefficient. The smaller h means the smaller the grid area of the anonymity set selected by the algorithm, the higher the service quality, and the lower the privacy protection level respectively. Conversely, it would be a lower quality of service and a higher privacy protection level.
Definition 3 (Reciprocity):
The anonymity set has reciprocity means that the anonymity set constructed are identical when two users in the same set request location services. For example, the anonymity set constructed by the user U requesting the POI query at a certain moment is AS k (U ), where k is an anonymity degree, and for
C. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK Most of the existing privacy protection frameworks use a trusted central anonymizer to bridge users and LBS servers, instead of the traditional privacy protection framework CS. Anonymizer can quickly respond to query service requests, reduce client computing overhead, improve service quality, and avoid privacy disclosure when LBS is not trusted. The workflow of our privacy protection framework is shown in Figure 3 , and the process sequence is identified by Arabic numbers 1 to 4. At the beginning, the client submits the query request Q u to the anonymizer. Then, the anonymizer responds to the request, constructs the anonymity set CR after anonymizing the real location, and sends the anonymous request Q c to the LBS. In the third step, the anonymizer receives the query result set RCS returned by the LBS; finally, the anonymizer refines the query result, and returns the result of the query request to the user.
D. PROBLEM DEFINITION
As mentioned in the introduction, the purpose of this paper is to solve the problem of how to protect the privacy of users' location based on the query of POI. The core content of the algorithm is the process from the first step to the second step in the privacy protection framework, namely, how the anonymizer anonymously processes the user-initiated query request Q u to construct the anonymity set CR. The goal of our algorithm is to construct a reciprocal anonymity set based on the user-defined privacy protection triples, and the algorithm can resist the above three types of attack models. Figure 4 shows a brief process describing the construction of the anonymity set by our algorithm. The number in the figure is the execution order of the anonymity set CR's generation. There is a possibility to partition the geographical area in a more natural way for Voronoi [1] - [7] diagrams than a grid. Before the user requests the query, the system has generated the road network V map, the semantic weak incidence relation table, and the POI query frequency table. The construction of the anonymity set is divided into the following five steps: First, the anonymizer maps the user's location uloc to the corresponding road network grid according to the user' privacy protection level h and the road network V map. Second, according to the weak incidence relation table, the current query time t and the query semantic quloc, the anonymizer filters the POIs which have weak incidence relation with the semantic of quloc in the grid in the current time period. Third, based on the query frequency table, the anonymity degree k and semantic degree l, anonymizer classifies the POIs in the grid into buckets, so that the POIs in each bucket cannot be distinguished through the query frequency, and the principle of reciprocity is satisfied. Fourth, the anonymizer selects the fake location in the area of the VC in the bucket corresponding to the user, constructing the anonymity set CR; finally, return CR to the anonymizer.
IV. ANONYMOUS ALGORITHM A. OVERVIEW OF THE METHOD
The symbols used in this article are shown in Table 1 .
B. V MAP CONSTRUCTION AND ROAD NETWORK DIVISION
We use the undirected graph G = (D, E) to represent the road network model, where D is the set of the road segments' intersections, and E is the collection of network segments of the road. The algorithm takes the POI as the seed node and divides the road network into independent sub-areas. The divided road network is called VM (network Voronoi map). VM is a geometric structure widely used in spatial segmentation, and can reasonably and effectively represent the neighboring relationship between spatial targets. Suppose that there is a set P containing n POIs in the road network area A, P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n }. Define the V (P i ) of P i as the set of the points in A with the smallest distance to P i :
. . , n}, that is, the distance of the point in the area of P i 's VC to the P i is shorter than any distance to other POI. We refer to the road network structure composed of all the VC of POIs in the set P as VM , which is denoted as V (P) = {V (P 1 ) , V (P 2 ) , . . . , V (P n )}, as shown in Figure 5 . The location of a POI in the road network environment is fixed, so the VM of the road network mapped by the grid corresponding to the POI set is also uniquely determined. Delaunay triangulation [1] , [7] is a kind of method to construct VM proposed by Delaunay, a Russian mathematician. The key step that how to construct the Delaunay triangulation network is described in algorithm 1.
As shown in Figure 6 , we divide the road network according to the user' privacy protection level h(0 < h ≤ n). By default, when h = 0, the entire road network is divided into 2 n × 2 n grids, and the coordinates corresponding to each grid are < i, j >, i ≤ i ≤ 2 n , 1 ≤ j ≤ 2 n . Accordingly, when h is 1, the entire road network is divided into 2 n−1 × 2 n−1 grids, and when h is 2, the whole space is divided into 2 n−2 × 2 n−2 grids, and so on. Normally, if the POIs in the grid N ij corresponding to the user position satisfy the degree k and l, N ij can be regarded as the selected area of the final anonymity set. Conversely, if the POIs in N ij do not satisfy the degree k or l, the h will be upgraded one layer by default, expanding the area of anonymity set selected until meeting the privacy protection requirements. The smaller the h is, the lower the 
Algorithm 1 Delaunay Triangulation Network Division
Input: The set of POI pois Output: Delaunay triangulation allT 1. for poi in pois: 2. for t in allT: 3. traverse to find the affected triangle named influencedT 4.
delete the affected triangle in allT 5. find common edges of influencedT 6. exclude newT formed by the common edge in influencedT 7. local optimization of newT 8. for nT in newT: 9.
add nT in allT 10. return allT privacy protection level is, and the higher the service quality is. On the contrary, the larger the h is, the higher the privacy protection level and the lower the service quality respectively is.
C. POI FILTERING BASED ON TEMPORAL ASSOCIATION RELATIONSHIP
Existing methods of privacy protection ignore the temporal association relationship between the query semantic and the user's location when generating anonymity set. However, according to our experience in life, bars are usually not open at 10:00 am, shopping malls are usually closed at 2:00 am, and a person are most probable to go home or hotels from a train station at 10:00 pm, are less probable to go to bars, and impossible to go to shopping malls from a train station at 2:00 am. In a word, there are different transition probability from one POI to another at different time periods. As shown in Table 2 , if the temporal association relationship from user's current location to his destination is neglected, attackers can quickly use common knowledge or related statistical data to identify the fake positions in the anonymity set.
When a user initiates a query, the query POI corresponds to the destination semantic, and the positions in the anonymity set correspond to the source semantic. In this paper, we aim to figure out the temporal association relationship from the source to the destination and identify the weak association set, so that attackers cannot distinguish true or fake locations from the anonymity set, since the algorithm will filter out the sources with weak association to the destination. In order to achieve the goal, we first count the transition frequency between different POI semantics, and then identify the weak association.
1) COUNTING THE TRANSITION FREQUENCY BETWEEN DIFFERENT POI SEMANTICS
We use POI sign-in data set to obtain the relationship of POI semantics, then derive the weak association set. We assume that the user must query the POI before signing in. Therefore, the semantics s and d, the start positions and destinations respectively in a sign-in data, have an orderly association at the current time, s → d.
First, we divide the POIs into different semantic categories. Then we choose a period of time and figure out which POIs that the same user has signed in. Correspondingly, these POIs have a temporal association at the time period. For example, if user Anny signs in a residential area at 8:00 am and signs in an office building at 9:00 am, there is an association between the residential area and the office building during this time period. Third, we will count the transition frequency between different POI semantics in all time periods.
2) IDENTIFYING THE WEAK ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN POI CATEGORIES
There are different access frequencies in different kinds of POIs, and there are also different association degrees between POI categories. Association rule mining algorithm can be used to mine frequent item sets, and here we use the association rule mining algorithm for reference to identify the weak associations between POI categories. We set the support threshold minsup to 0, and the confidence threshold minconf is defined according to the σ rule of Gaussian distribution.
We believe that the distribution of association degree values between different POI categories follows a Gaussian distribution N (µ, σ ), where µ and σ represent the mean and standard deviation of the association degrees between the source POI and all the destination POIs respectively. The 3σ criterion is a method for eliminating coarse error data, based on the repeated measurement with equal-precision on the normal distribution data. According to the σ rule of the Gaussian distribution, the probability that the association degree falls in the range of [µ − σ, µ + σ ] is 68.27%, while the probability that in the range of [−∞, µ − σ ] is 15.87%.
Therefore, we set µ−σ as the threshold of confidence, that is, if the association degree between the source and a destination POI falls in the range of [−∞, µ − σ ], we determine it as a weak association relation; otherwise, if it falls in the range of [µ − σ, +∞], we determine it as a strong association relation. The association degree between the two POI categories can be calculated using formula (1) , as shown at the bottom of the next page, while the strong and weak association relationship between two POI categories is defined by formula (2) , as shown at the bottom of the next page.
In formula (1), Where Fnum denotes the access frequency of the two POI semantics SPOI i and SPOI j in the time period t, where n represents the number of POI categories, and function T denotes the association degree between two POI categories determined by the ratio of the access frequency from SPOI i to SPOI j and the total access frequency from SPOI i to all the other POIs. In formula (2), where minconf is the confidence threshold µ − σ , and function AR denotes the strong or weak association relationship determined by the value of minconf and T between two POI semantics SPOI i and SPOI j in the time period t. Some examples of weak incidence relation scenarios are shown as follows:
As shown in Figure 7 , based on the query time t and the weak incidence relation table, the anonymizer exports the semantic category set Pset filter that has a weak incidence relation with the query semantic in the time period after receiving the query request Q u sent by the user, and then filter out the POIs that match the set of semantic category Pset filter in the grid. And the anonymity set will be selected in the remaining set of POIs V left . The pseudo code of V left s construction algorithm is described in algorithm 2. 
D. CLASSIFICATION OF INTEREST POINTS
As mentioned in the problem description, the objective of our algorithm is to select a reciprocal anonymity set according to user's privacy protection requirements. In this section, the goal is to select k − l POIs whose query frequencies are similar to the POI corresponding to the user's real location, and ensure selected POIs can be divided into at least l semantic categories. The anonymity set would be constructed based on the classification of the POI corresponding to the user's real location, and POI corresponding to this classification is already determined. Therefore, even if attacker submits malicious query in replay attack, the user's real semantic information cannot be inferred.
The brief steps of the algorithm are as follows: First, select POI that satisfies the strong association to form POI sets V left , and compute the size of V left as sum. Second, divide V left into b buckets based on query frequency from high to low, b = sum/k . In order to ensure that each bucket contains k POIs and l semantics, the ideal state is that each bucket contains exactly k POIs, but there is a possibility that the distribution of POIs will be uneven. That is, there are still some POIs left after classification, and num remain (num remain = sum − k * b) is greater than 0, so the algorithm allocates a POI from the remain POIs to the previous num remain bucket until the last POI is allocated. The time complexity of the algorithm described in algorithm 3 is O(n * log(n)), where n is the number of POI sets V left .
Assume that the road network of the user's real location is shown in Figure 8 . The road network includes 6 POI categories, namely station, school, office building, bar, restaurant, and hotel. There is sum = 30 POIs in the entire grid. In an example, the triplet < K , L, H > set by the user is < 10, 4, 3 >. Based on the protection coefficient k = 10, l = 4, the algorithm divides the entire grid into b = 3 buckets. To ensure that each bucket contains 10 POIs and at least 4 POI categories, these POIs are sorted based on query frequency, and then sequentially divided into the buckets until all POIs are allocated. This result is shown in Figure 8 , coloring some POIs with same color represents that those POIs are divided into the same bucket. In this case, the POIs in the bucket containing the POI corresponding to the user's real location are {a1, b1, c1, d1, e1, f1, g1, h1, I1, j1}.
E. FAKE POSITION SELECTION
In order to ensure that the constructed anonymity set further satisfies the reciprocity, we select the fake position in the other k − l VC based on the road segment number where the roads are divided into two sections until R v == R max 7. for v in V left : 8. select the new query position qpos in v as fake position 9. add qpos into CR 10. return CR the real user location is located. The fake position is the latest historical query point of the current road segment, and the fake position combines with real user location to form anonymity set CR.
The algorithm will mark the VC road segments in clockwise order. If the user's true location is on the x-road, then select the fake position in the x-road of the other VC in the same bucket. The fake position is the latest historical query point of the current road. Different VC have different number of road segments, and in order to avoid the absence of x road segments, we divide the number of road segments in the bucket into R max which is the maximum number of VC's road segments in the bucket. R max = Max (R i ) , i = 1, 2, . . . , k, R i is the number of road segments corresponding to the i-th VC. The number of road segments that need to be divided for each VC is R max − R i . The algorithm divides the road into two according to the road segments number, until the number is R max . The time complexity of the algorithm is O(n * R max ), where n is the number of POI sets V left , and the CR generation algorithm is described in algorithm 4.
V. SECURITY ANALYSIS A. RESISTANCE AGAINST REPLAY ATTACK
Theorem 1: TSR can resist replay attack.
Proof: In order to prove that TSR algorithm can resist replay attack, it needs to be proved that no matter how many times the user performs a query at a certain location, the generated anonymity set is always invariant in another k-1 fake locations, namely, the generated anonymity set satisfies reciprocity. Assume that the anonymous algorithm proposed in this paper is A ( * ), and the anonymous server generates an anonymity set CR = {a 1 , a 1 , . . . , a k using the anonymous algorithm A( * ). Run the algorithm A( * ) for each fake position a i (i = 1, 2, . . . , k) in the CR, generate a new anonymity set CR , and record the query frequency of the POI where the user is located. In the T-SR anonymous algorithm, the algorithm classifies the POI according to the query frequency and the semantic category, and the k-invariant POIs that satisfy the privacy protection triple and whom the query frequency is close are always divided into the same bucket and the fake positions are selected from the same road segment. Therefore, in a certain period of time, no matter how many queries a user requests, the anonymity set constructed by the algorithm is always satisfies the reciprocity, namely, CR = CR = {a 1 , a 1 , . . . , a k . Therefore, our proposed solution can resist replay attack.
B. RESISTANCE AGAINST INFERENCE ATTACK
Theorem 2: TSR can resist inference attack.
Proof: In order to prove that the proposed anonymous algorithm can resist inference attack, it needs to be proved that the attacker has the relevant background knowledge of the road network, namely, the historical query frequency information of each POI in the road network and still can't distinguish the user's real location from k locations. In the T-SR anonymous algorithm, the POI corresponding to the fake location in the anonymous set has a relatively close query frequency, and attackers cannot filter out fake positions from background knowledge, and that is to say the probability of recognizing real position is no more than 1/k. Therefore, our proposed solution can resist inference attack.
C. RESISTANCE AGAINST TEMPORAL ASSOCIATION ATTACK
Theorem 3: TSR can resist against temporal association attack.
Proof: In order to prove that the proposed anonymous algorithm can resist the time semantic association attack, it is necessary to explain that the attacker has the relevant background knowledge, that is, the association relationship between the POI categories in the road network, and TSR algorithm still guarantees that the attacker cannot identify the user's location semantic information through query semantics. Assume that the current query semantic is quloc, the attacker not only can steal the complete anonymity set CR, but also obtain the association relationship between POI categories, that is, attacker can infer the probability that POI semantic corresponding to the fake location request the current query semantic. However, in the anonymous algorithm of this paper, the POI semantic corresponding to the fake location in CR is strongly related to the query semantic. Therefore, the attacker can't infer the real position semantic information through the semantic association relationship, namely, the probability that the attacker infers the true positional semantic is no more than 1/l.
VI. EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS A. OVERVIEW OF THE METHOD EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT AND DATA
The experiment was written in Python, running in Interl (R) Core (TM) i5 − 4590 CPU with 8GB of 64-bit Windows 10 operating system. This paper uses road network data from Oldenburg, Germany, including 6,105 vertices and 7,035 roads. According to the distribution of POIs in VOLUME 7, 2019 the data of FourSquare, the algorithm randomly generates 4-9 categories (23 categories in total) of positional semantic information on each road in the original road network of Oldenburg. By default, 2.5 million query frequencies are used to simulate the query request initiated from different users, and some parameters of the data set are shown in Table 3 .
B. EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENT AND METRICS
The experiments in this paper includes: First, compare the difference in Q 2 (pseudo-variance) and APD (average path distance) between the T-SR algorithm, the HilbertCurve algorithm, the MinDis algorithm and the Random algorithm through three sets of contrast experiments. In this experiment, we focus on the discriminative degree between the true position and the fake position constructed by each algorithm. The experiment shows that show that the T-SR algorithm can effectively resist replay attack and inference attack. The specific formula of each metric is described as follows. Second, compare the number of weak incidence relation in the anonymity set constructed by each algorithm. In this experiment, the number of weak incidence relation in the anonymity set constructed by T-SR algorithm is much smaller than the other algorithms. The experiment shows that T-SR algorithm can effectively resist temporal association attack. Third, compare query time in the anonymity set constructed by T-SR algorithm when setting different privacy protection requirements. Among these four types of algorithms, HilbertCurve is a variant of the X-star anonymous algorithm. The idea of the algorithm is to construct a bucket based on the query frequency and select a reciprocal anonymity set in the bucket, but it does not take the incidence relation and semantic difference of the POIs into account. The MinDis algorithm is an algorithm based on Euclidean distance to select the anonymity set. The constructed anonymity set is smaller and more vulnerable to regional attack. Random algorithm is an algorithm for randomly selecting fake positions on the road network. T-SR is the algorithm proposed in this paper. It is a kind of algorithm that considers the difference of query frequency, POIs incidence relation and reciprocity, and can satisfy the user's privacy protection requirements triplet < K, L, H >. 
P uj is the query frequency of the POI corresponding to the user's real location, P ij is the query frequency of the POI corresponding to the i-th fake location, dis(uloc, ucr) is the distance between the user's location and the fake location, k is the K-anonymity coefficient, and l is the L-disparity coefficient.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
1) COMPARISON OF ALGORITHMIC PSEUDO-VARIANCE
Q 2 reflects the degree of deviation between the fake position and the true position. The smaller Q 2 is, the higher the uncertainty of the anonymity set and the more realistic the fake position is. Figure 9 reflects the difference in Q 2 of the three algorithms when value k is different. It can be seen that regardless of the value of k, T-SR algorithm is always better than the other two algorithms in Q 2 . Therefore, the fake position selected by the T-SR algorithm is more realistic and T-SR algorithm has better performance for resisting replay attack and inference attack than the other two algorithms. When k is set to 10, Q 2 of the T-SR algorithm and the HilbertCurve algorithm is much smaller than that of the MinDis algorithm. This is because the two algorithms take the difference of the query frequency of the POIs into account when selecting the anonymity set. As the value of k increases, it is worth noting that the difference of the three algorithms in Q 2 becomes smaller and smaller. This is because when the privacy protection level h is fixed, the grid area for constructing anonymity set is fixed, and the candidate set for fake position is also fixed, so with the increase of the coefficient k, the three algorithms will select more identical fake positions in the anonymity set, and the difference of Q 2 between several algorithms gets smaller.
2) COMPARISON OF ALGORITHMIC APD
APD is used to measure the average road network distance from the fake position to the real position. The larger the distance is, the more scattered the fake position is, and the more difficult it is for the attacker to obtain semantic information of real position from anonymity set. Figure 10 reflects the difference in APD when anonymous coefficient k is fixed. It can be seen that APD corresponding to the T-SR algorithm is larger than the other two algorithms, which makes the distribution of the fake position more dispersed. And as the value of k increases, the difference in APD between the three algorithms will become smaller and smaller. This is because the size of the grid area in our experiment where the user is located is determined. Therefore, as the value of k increases, our proposed T-SR algorithm will select more identical fake positions, so the difference of three algorithms in APD will be smaller.
3) COMPARISON OF ALGORITHMIC WEAK INCIDENCE RELATION NUMBERS
Weak incidence relation number refers to the number of weak incidence relation between the POI corresponding to the fake position and the query POI in the anonymity set. As shown in Figure 11 , we respectively count the weak incidence relation number of MinDis algorithm, HilbertCurve algorithm and T-SR algorithm. The T-SR algorithm has filtered out the POIs that have weak incidence relation with the query POI before constructing anonymity set. Therefore, the weak incidence relation number of the T-SR algorithm is 0, so it is much smaller than the other two algorithms, and T-SR algorithm can resist the temporal association attack better. The weak incidence relation number of the HilbertCurve algorithm is slightly smaller than that of MinDis, because the query frequency of POIs with the same semantic category is close and the POIs with the same semantic category generate strong association by default. Figure 12 -14 shows the difference in the query time for the T-SR algorithm when setting up different privacy protection requirements triples. As shown in Figure 12 , when the k-anonymity coefficient is fixed, as l and h increase, the area of the anonymity set selection and the number of POI categories increase, so the query time increases. As shown in Figure 14 , with the increase of K and L, the query time increases proportionally when the privacy protection level H is fixed. On the contrary, in Figure 13 , when the semantic coefficient L is fixed, the query time to satisfy the l-diversity in a bucket is constant. Therefore, the larger k is, the faster the algorithm is when POIs are classified into different buckets, and the less query time is consumed when privacy protection level h is same. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 15. Difference in pseudo-variance when H is determined. Figure 15 shows the difference in Q 2 for T-SR algorithm when setting up different privacy protection requirements triples. When the triplet < K , L, H > parameter increases, it can be seen that the grid area selected by the anonymity set increases, so it is more likely to select the fake positions whose query frequency is close to the true position, and Q 2 is correspondingly reduced.
4) COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TRIADS AND DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a location privacy protection T-SR algorithm for POI query in road network environment. The algorithm takes the temporal association relationship between semantics into account, defines the triplet of privacy protection requirements, and considers the historical query frequency of POIs and the reciprocity of anonymity set. Therefore, the algorithm makes it difficult for an attacker to distinguish the real location from the constructed anonymity set, makes the distribution of the fake position more dispersed, so as to resist replay attack, inferred attack and temporal association attack model. Experiments show that the proposed algorithm has obvious advantages in pseudovariance, entropy, APD and the number of weak incidence relation, and the algorithm has good scalability which can effectively protect user location privacy. In the future work, we will take the strength and weakness of semantic categories into account from a multi-dimensional perspective to protect user location privacy more accurately. RUYI SHI received the B.Sc. degree from Central South University, Changsha, China, in 2018, where she is currently pursuing the master's degree with the School of Computer Science and Engineering. Her research interests include services computing and crowd computing. VOLUME 7, 2019 
